In accordance with the provisions of 44 U.S.C. 3303a, the disposition request, including amendments, is approved except for items that may be marked "disposition not approved" or "withdrawn" in column 10.

In accordance with the provisions of 44 U.S.C. 3303a, the disposition request, including amendments, is approved except for items that may be marked "disposition not approved" or "withdrawn" in column 10.

To bring our regulation (AFR 12-50, Vol II) in line with the regulation on Air Force Physical Security Program (AFR 207-1), HQ SAC proposes to change the disposition of the destruction certificates of the personnel identifications and passes to "destroy after related records (rule 15) are destroyed".

Also SAC wants to add a Rule 13.1 to cover for the destruction of the same type of records but prepared by issuing official custodian of the records in Rule 15.1.

NO PRIVACY ACT RESTRICTIONS.